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Double Parking Systems
The exclusive UK agent for Klaus Multiparking for over 25 years.
Double Parking Systems in partnership with Klaus Multiparking Gmbh provide practical solutions to your
parking problems. Klaus Multiparking has nearly 60 years of market experience and are represented in 
more than 96 countries.

Made in Germany and implemented in the UK. 
DPS has installed over 7,000 parking spaces across the UK

Klaus Multiparking has created over 750,000 parking
spaces worldwide!

Park and Smile
Our parking solutions can be designed to suit any situation. They can be implemented in both residential and 
commercial spaces and come with a range of benefits:  

Efficiency: Maximising the amount of parking spaces available in a space can resolve parking issues
and increasing parking potential. Incredibly effective where space is a premium.  

Safety and Quality: The systems keep cars parked safely, whether that be underground or in your own
garage. In addition all systems are manufactured to the highest standards and conform to European 
manufacturing and Health & Safety legislation.

Versatility: The use cases for these models are endless. From single car stackers to fully automatic 
parking systems and underground parking systems, the systems can work in any situation. 

Value Adding: Working alongside a wide range of clients, developers, architects, contractors and 
private individuals we can increase business profits or property value.

Easy Servicing and Maintenance: Although the systems are highly reliable, we do offer on-going
maintenance, emergency call-out and a replacement / refurbishment service.  
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Our Systems
Parkers: For independent and dependent parking

Uses small spaces efficiently
Numerous model variants for every requirement, both indoors and outdoors
For all standard vehicle heights 

Semi-Automatic Parking Systems: For maximum flexibility
Optimum use of space guaranteed
Numerous model variants
Wide range of accessories
For all standard vehicle heights

Fully Automatic Parking Systems: Fully bespoke solutions
to suit client requirements

Maximise efficiency by accomodating as many cars as possible in any 
given space
Tower, shuttle, shelf systems and more 
Premium technology all the way up to the access cabin
Systems can be adapted to specific vehicle heights and weights

Parking Pallets: Create parking spaces in unused areas 
Offer optimal use of valuable space
Can be integrated into existing garage or car parks
Operating on rails, vehicles can be moved into unused spaces that are 
not easy to access
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singleup 3015
The 3 level stack parker
Location: Jersey, Channel Islands
Date: N/D
Parking Spaces: 9
Use Cases: Low maintenance model perfect for 
car collections and dealerships. The upper platforms
are perfect for long term parking, while the lower 
ones are ideal for short term parking.

trendvario 4100 
The semi-automatic system
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UK References 3

Location: Canary Wharf, London
Date: N/D
Parking Spaces: 103
Use Cases: The system can accomodate two 
vehicles one above the others, one of which is 
lowered into the pit. This model requires less 
height as a result. For optimum safety, the 
vehicles are protected by gates.



Parkers
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The most comfortable, premium parker
For independent parking
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A single platform for 2 or double 
platform for 4 cars
Offset pillars allow wide opening 
of vehicle doors
Suitable for vehicles upto 215cm in 
height
Pit required
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Upto 30cm lower instillation height
than the 2072i due to inclined platforms
During access the upper platform 
remains horizontal whilst the lower 
platform is inclined
Offset pillars allow for comfortable entry
and exit
Pit required
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The space saving wonder among
our multiparking systems
Low instillation height and pit
depth
Pit required
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A single platform for 3 cars or double
platform for 6 cars
All vehicles on horizontal platforms
independent of each other
Pit required
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Extremely space-saving
Create 2 full sized parking spaces in
garages with just 290cm headroom
No pit required
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The 3 level stack parker
For dependent parking

With sufficient headroom, 3 vehicles
upto 180cm in height can be stored
in the smallest of spaces
No pit required
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Outdoor Parking Systems
Robust technology for outdoor use

Outdoor version of the Klaus Double
parker
Robust technology, protected against
the weather
No need for elaborate and expensive
garage structures
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Meets the requirements of DIN 18025
Additional, convenient parking spaces
for people with reduced mobility.
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Semi-Automatic Parking Systems

trendvario 6100
The premium parking system with a pit
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15 grids behind each other, up to 29
parking spaces are possible
Building height: from 220cm

Pit depth: 175 to 240cm in 5cm
increments
Vehicle dimensions: height 150 to
245cm, length 500 to 520cm
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trendvario 6100+
The premium parking system with a pit
that can be driven through

Can be combined with all TrendVario
models

Building height: from 220cm
Pit depth: 175 to 240cm in 5cm
increments
Vehicle dimensions: height 150 to
245cm, length 500 to 520cm

trendvario 6300
The premium parking system with 3 
parking levels with a pit

10 grids behind each other

Building height: from 325cm
Pit depth: 175 to 240cm in 5cm
increments
Vehicle dimensions: height 150 to
245cm, length 500 to 520cm

Up to 29 spaces available 

trendvario 6200+
The premium parking system without a pit
that can be driven through

Can be combined with all TrendVario
models

Building height: from 330cm
Vehicle dimensions: height 150 to
245cm, length 500 to 520cm

trendvario 6300+
The premium parking system with a pit that
can be driven through

Can be combined with all TrendVario
models

Building height: from 335cm
Pit depth: 200 to 250cm in 5cm
increments
Vehicle dimensions: height 150 to 220cm,
length 500 to 520cm

Up to 44 spaces possible with 4 rows
behind each other and 4 grids next
to each other. 

Up to 28 spaces possible with 4 rows
behind each other and 4 grids next
to each other. 

Up to 28 spaces possible with 4 rows
behind each other and 4 grids next
to each other. 

The optimal combination of convenience and efficiency when parking.



Fully-Automatic Parking Systems

mastervario R2L and R2C tower system
The premium parking system that takes a
vertical approach

mastervario
Short access times on small plots

Vehicles are transported to a free parking
space, via a lift
15 parking levels on top of each other,
with 1 to 6 parking spaces per level

mastervario F2 and F3 layer system
For efficient use of space with a limited plot
size

Upto 5 levels, dependent on the number
of parking spaces per level

Total capacity per unit is 50 vehicles

mastervario R3L and R3C shelf system
The premium parking system for long and
narrow plots

Similar structure to a high-bay warehouse, 
with additional moving axis compared to 
the tower system
Can be above ground, under-ground or as
a combination of both
Recommended maximum of 70 vehicles
for efficient access times

mastervario LS lift / shuttle system
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Lift/shuttle combination for fast distribution
of cars within the assigned parking level
Parallel access to parking levels ensures
fast access times regardless of number
of spaces
Ideal for premises with a large surface
area where a large amount of spaces are
required
Upto 60 parking spaces per level

mastervario s smart system
The smart premium parking system for the
smallest areas

Cost-effective, convenient and space
saving
Underground installation is available with
a minimum plot width of approx 3m
Up to 23 parking spaces available with
6 levels with 1 to 4 parking spaces �

The parking system that doesn’t require ramps or access lanes.

Can be above ground, under-ground or 
as a combination of both

Can be above ground, under-ground or 
as a combination of both
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parkboard
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Create additional parking spaces in
unused areas and drive-ways
At the push of a button, the pallets
are moved along rails by an electric
motor
Available for 1 or 2 vehicles each
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Turntable serves as a parking aid in
confined garages that don’t have
sufficient turning space 
Vehicle is turned once around it’s
own axis and can be conveniently
driven forwards out of the garage
Available as overfloor or underfloor
versions

parkdisc
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Create additional parking spaces in
unused areas and drive-ways
At the push of a button, the pallets
are moved transversely along rails 
Multiple ParkBoard PQ systems can
be arranged side-by-side and behind
each other
One vehicle per pallet
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Planning, maintenance and
refurbishment

Klaus Multiparking and Double Parking Systems both stand for the highest quality 
service. That is why we offer a complete service from start to finish. We support you 
throughout the entire planning process, commissioning of your parking system and 
should you have any issues, we are available 24/7 using our call out service. 

In addition, we offer tailor-made maintenance agreements. Parking systems are techni-
cal systems that require preventative maintenance and care. We can increase the sys-
tem’s warranty period from 2 to 5 years when you choose a maintenance agreement 
with us. 

We undergo continuous training to ensure we are always
up-to-date with the latest technology. This allows us
to perform all maintenance tasks competently, reliably
and quickly. 

Premium, original spare parts in manufacturer quality 
Electrical and hydraulic equipment from trusted brands
Direct availability to the most important spare parts
We ensure 100% spare-part availability
24-hour service hotline
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PLANNING SERVICE
When planning your system, our highly experienced and qualified experts
are at your disposal.
Consultations paired with our expertise allow us to develop a solution
that is perfectly tailored to your needs.
Or you can plan your system yourself and use our support if and when
you need it!

REFURBISHMENT & RENEWAL SERVICE
Through years of continuous use, systems are subject to natural wear
and tear, however this does not mean replacement components are
always required.
The service team can assess the current condition of your system and
clearly recommend necessary refurbishments to maintain your system 
and it’s value. 
We are able to provide you with a comprehensive list of parts and costs 
of service and refurbishments, allowing you to make an informed decision. 
Our aim is to ensure maximum efficiency and utilisation of your system!
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DOUBLE PARKING SYSTEMS

Chinhams Farm, London Road,
West Kingsdown, Sevenoaks, 
Kent, TN15 6BT

Tel: +44(0)808 169 1788
Email: info@doubleparking.co.uk

Web: www.doubleparking.co.uk
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